
Simultaneous brightness contrast as a
function of repeated trials
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Fig. 1. Mean judgments per day, control
condition, and experimental condition.
Note logarithmic ordinate.

under S's control, and the annulus
surrounding the variabledisc remained dark.
The order of ascendingand descendingtrials
was determined throughout by table of
random numbers; on any trial, nevertheless,
S was free to reverse the direction of
adjustment as often as he wished in reaching
a satisfactory setting. The standard discwas
alwayson S's left, the variabledisc alwayson
his right.

Each S, as may be seen, performed a total
of 100 control trials and 500 experimental
trials, in 10 successive days. All Ss
understood completely the nature and
purpose of the study; in fact, they were
asked to adopt as critical and objective an
attitude as possible toward their task. At no
time during their service, however, were
they allowed to know what settings they
were actually making.

RESULTSANDDISCUSSION
The results of the experiment are shown

by Fig. 1. There, the mean judgments per
day in the control condition and in the
experimental condition, respectively, are
shown graphically. It win be noted that the
ordinate in Fig. I is scaled logarithmically,
such scaling seeming to reflect the
underlying psychophysics of the situation
most accurately.

Although it had been anticipated that the
trend of the curve for the experimental
condition would be upward, the actual
tendency of the curve is rather regularly
downward. Analysis of variance across days
(df= 9/36) shows p = .054, a value which
should probably be taken seriously, in view
of the contrary nature of the findings,

Even the control condition yielded an
unexpected result. Aswillbe noted in Fig. I,
the curve for that condition does stay fairly
close to unity, as wasanticipated. The curve
tends to dip slightly throughout its middle
range, however, and an analysis of variance
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METHOD
The Ss were five advanced students in

psychology (four graduate students, one
honors senior; three male, two female;mean
age,24 years).

The principal item of apparatus was a
"Brightness Comparator," Model V-0659
(Itek Corporation, 10 Maguire Road
Lexington, Massachusetts 02173). This
instrument provides for the independent
control of each of four electroluminescent
plaques. The plaques are arranged in pairs,
one member of each pair consistingof a disc
10.5 em in diam, the other member
consisting of an annulus, 20 cm o.d.,
immediately surrounding that disc. Each
pair of plaques is mounted on a singlemetal
panel, the control leads for that panel being
carried as a single,light cable to the control
unit. The latter provides four calibrated
knobs, used in adjusting the luminance of
the respective plaques over a range of 0 to
5 ft-L(achromatic).

The experimental apparatus was situated
in a classroom of medium size. The room
was air-conditioned. It could be darkened
completely, as it wasduring all experimental
sessions. The luminous panels were placed
22 em apart and 107 em above floor level,
on centers. A table and chair for S were
placed directly in front of the panels, S's
eyes being at a distance of 185 em from the
panels and on a levelwith them. To the right
of S, on the table at which he sat, wasplaced
the control unit for the plaques. S could
reach the unit comfortably with his right
hand; the unit could also be operated by E,
who sat directly before it and thus also to
the right ofS.

Liberal use of black velvet coveringsand
partitions reduced reflections and other
visual distractions to negligibility. A
continuous strip of heavy rubber wasplaced
around the single control knob used by S,
any possible tactual cuesfrom the surface of
the knob being thereby eliminated.

Each S participated in a l-h individual
session on each of 10 successive days. Each
session beganwith a 12-mindark-adaptation
period. The disc on S's left was then set at
I ft-L, the annulus surrounding it being left
dark; and S made five ascending and five
descending adjustments of the knob
controlling the disc on his right, in an effort
to match the brightness of the left-hand
(standard) disc. This control series
completed, S then performed 25 ascending
and 25 descending trials under the
experimental condition: the standard disc
remained at 1 ft-L, the annulus surrounding
it was set at 4 ft-L, the variable disc was

Each of five Ss, over a priod of 10
successive days, made 500 judgments in a
simultaneous brightness contrast situation,
being given no knowledge of results.
Contrary to expectation, the illusion
showed a tendency to increase with re
peatedexposure; furthermore, intercurrent
control judgments also showed signifICant
changes withtime.Thefindings posea probe
lem for either a judgmental or a retinal
theoryofbrightness contrast.

Berman & Leibowitz (1965) and Parrish
& Smith (1967) have noted the
contemporary tendency to explain
simultaneous brightness contrast in terms of
retinal function (cf. Hurvich & Jameson,
1964; Ratliff, 1965; Hurvich & Jameson,
1966). Somewhat contrary to that
tendency, both Berman&Leibowitz (1965)
and Parrish & Smith (1967) have presented
results strongly suggesting the importance,
in simultaneous brightnesscontrast, of more
central, "judgmental" factors. The former
Es showed that appropriate division of the
visual field by fme lines enhanced contrast
effects, even though it is unlikely that the
lines used could havehad any material effect
at the local, retinal level.The latter Es found
that attitudinal instructions to S affected
the degree of brightness contrast: Ss told to
adopt an "analytical" set reported
significantly less effect than Ss told to adopt
a "whole-perceiving"attitude.

The Parrish & Smith (1967) study was
originally suggested by Benussi's (1904)
investigation of the effect of perceptual
attitude upon the magnitude of the
Miiller-Lyer illusion. Another area of work
with the Miiller-Lyer illusion has concerned
itself with the effects of repeated exposure
(e.g., Judd, 1902; Lewis, 1908; Kohler &
Fishback, 1950; Mountjoy, 1958; Day,
1962; Dewar, 1967). The usual result of
such exposure has been a decrement in the
illusion; and the usual interpretation ofthat
result has been one in terms of perceptual
learning and increased objectivity of
judgment. The present experiment was
suggested by this second sort of
investigation. It measured the effects of
repeated exposure to the simultaneous
brightness contrast situation, expecting to
find a decremental effect and thus to
provide additional evidence against a purely
retinal explanation of simultaneous
brightnesscontrast.
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Generalization of a voluntary response
as a function of presentation
frequency of the training
stimulus in J testing 1

across days (elf= 9/36) shows a clearly
significant effect(p < .0l).

It isof incidental interestthat,in both the
experimental condition and the control
condition, the between-Ss effect was
significant(df= 4/36,p < .Ol,in eachcase).

The resultsof thepresentstudyobviously
challenge explanation by any current
theory. Our own speculation would be to
the effect that the Ss wereable to maintain
an anlytical attitude and to be somewhat
objective, in the experimental condition,
during the early stages of their service,but
that, as timepassed and motivationperhaps
weakened, the Sa became less critical and
their perceptions less realistic: We might
then imagine that theirtendencyto perceive
the standard disc asdarkeranddarkerduring
the experimental phase transferred itself in
somedegree even to the judgmentsmade in
the control condition.Clearly, though,such
an argument is a weak, ad hoc thing, and
there is no obvious explanation in
judgmental terms for the results reported
here.It shouldbepointedout, however, that
the data.would be at least as difficult to
explain at the purely retinal level. What
seems to be required isadditional,clarifying
investigation.
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NOTE
1. This paper is based upon research done for

the Master's thesis by the first author, who is now
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Frequency ofpresentation oftheorigbuzl
tTtlining stimulus in the testphaseofastudy
of hU11Uln voluntary geneTQlization ""s
found to affect the form of the
generalization gradient on a weight
dimension. Tluzt is, inasituation inwhichall
ofthe additio1Ul1 test stimuliarelarger than
the original tTtlining stimulus, andallstimuli
are presented with equal frequency, a
tendency to choose stimuli toward the
middleof the test range as the original was
observed However, if the origi1Ul1 stimulus
was presented morefrequently thanany of
the other stimuli in testing, Ss tended to
choose the original "correctly,"yieldinga
"typical" unidirectional generalization
gradient.

In a voluntary response generalization
test, it is not unusual to present the original
training stimulus (SI) more frequently in
the test phase than the additional test
stimuli. This procedure of
"overrepresenting" SI in testing, or the
procedure of "booster" trials with 81
interspersed with test trials, may actually
produce generalization gradients quite
different from those obtained with a
procedure in whichS1 is presentedwith the
same frequency as each of the test stimuli,
i.e., S1 is treated as just another test
stimulus. Examination of the literature
points to such a possibility. A study by
White (1965) illustrates the
overrepresentation procedure. White trained
human Ss to respond to a red-colored
stimulus by pushing a leverupward.Sswere
also instructed to push the leverdownward
if they sawany stimulusother than the red
one (Sl). A test series consisted of 16
presentationsof SI interspersed with three

at the Department of Psychology of the University
of Vermont, under the direction of the second
author. The latter prepared the present report.

presentations each of the additional test
stimuli (S2 through S5). All of the
additional test stimuliwerein the direction
of shorter wavelengths from SI (i.e.,
unidirectional testing). White found that
response was greatest to SI and that it
decreased as similarity to Sl decreased, Le.,
a "typical" unidirectional gradient.
However, a study by Thomas &; Jones
(1962), illustrating the equal presentation
procedure, produced somewhat different
results. Ss were exposed to a 52S-mu
stimulus for a brief time and were told to
release a key only if they saw that value
again in a test series. In the groupsreceiving
unidirectional testing, that is, test stimuli
beingeither all shorter or all longerthan SI
in wavelength, Thomas and Jones reported
that Ss tended to choose stimuli in the
center of the test range(e.g.,S2 orS3) more
than the decenteredS1.Insteadof agradient
with apeakat S1witha steadydecrementto
S5, as in theWhite study,ThomasandJones
reported a peak at 82 with a decrementin
either direction.While these two studiesare
really not verycomparable because of many
minor differences, it is possible that the
differences in presentation frequency of S1
in test is the reasonfor the difference in the
gradient form.A replication of the Thomas
and Jones' fmding of a "central-tendency"
by Belson &; Avant (1967), with a size
dimension and an equal presentation
procedure, makes this hypothesis more
compeDing.

This presentstudy investigates the effect
of "overrepresentation" of SI in testing.A
wavelength dimension was not chosen
because of the possibDity. of S usingverbal
labelsin the task of identifyingstimuli.The
label "red," for example, is an appropriate
label for wavelengths of specific value and,
conceivably, could help S to tie down the
stimuli. Work by Thomas and his
coinvestigators (Thomas&; MitcheD, 1962;
Thomas &; Bistey, 1964; Thomas &;
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